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Lyapunov theory-based radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) is developed for traﬃc sign recognition in this paper to
perform multiple inputs multiple outputs (MIMO) classification. Multidimensional input is inserted into RBF nodes and these
nodes are linked with multiple weights. An iterative weight adaptation scheme is hence designed with regards to the Lyapunov
stability theory to obtain a set of optimum weights. In the design, the Lyapunov function has to be well selected to construct an
energy space with a single global minimum. Weight gain is formed later to obey the Lyapunov stability theory. Detail analysis and
discussion on the proposed classifier’s properties are included in the paper. The performance comparisons between the proposed
classifier and some existing conventional techniques are evaluated using traﬃc sign patterns. Simulation results reveal that our
proposed system achieved better performance with lower number of training iterations.

1. Introduction
Traﬃc sign recognition is important in autonomous vehicular technology for the sake of identifying a sign functionality
through visual information capturing via sensors. The usage
of neural networks has become increasingly popular in
traﬃc sign recognition recently to classify various kinds
of traﬃc signs into a specific category [1–3]. The reason
of applying neural networks in traﬃc sign recognition is
that, they can incorporate both statistical and structural
information to achieve better performance than a simple
minimum distance classifier [4]. The adaptive learning
capability and processing parallelism for complex problems
have led to the rapid advancement of neural networks.
Among all neural networks, radial basis function neural
network (RBFNN) has been applied in many engineering
applications with the following significant properties: (i)
universal approximators [5]; (ii) simple topological structure

[6] which allows straightforward computation using a linearly weighted combination of single hidden-layer neurons.
The learning characteristic of RBFNN is greatly related to the
associative weights between hidden-output nodes. Therefore,
an optimal algorithm is required to update the weights
relative to an arbitrary training input.
Conventionally, the training process for RBFNN is
mainly dependent on the optimization theory. The cost
function of this network, for instance, the sum of squared
errors or mean squared error between network’s output and
targeted input is firstly defined. It is followed by minimizing
the cost function in weight parameter space to search for
a set of optimal weights. These optimal weights which are
acquired throughout network training process can be used
to perform some unique tasks, such as pattern classification.
In order to obtain the optimum weights, a number of
training algorithms have been developed for RBFNN. Due
to the linear-weighted combiner, network’s weights can be
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determined using least mean square (LMS) and recursive least
square (RLS) algorithms. However, these algorithms suﬀer
from several drawbacks and limitations. The LMS is highly
dependent on the autocorrelation function associated with
the input signals and slow convergence. RLS, on the other
hand, provides faster convergence but they depend on the
implicit or explicit computation using the inverse of input
signal’s autocorrelation matrix. Matrix inversion implies not
only a higher computational cost and it also leads to network
instability issue [7]. Other gradient search-based training
algorithms also suﬀer so-called local minima problem, that
is, the optimization search may trap at a local minimum of
the cost function in the weight space if a set of initial values
are arbitrarily chosen. For example, the cost function has a
fixed structure in the weight space after the expression of the
cost function is chosen. The parameter update law is only a
means to search for the global minimum and independent of
the cost function in the weight space.
To overcome the aforementioned problems, the optimization techniques using the Lyapunov stability theory has
been proposed in [8] for adaptive filtering. This theory is
further adopted to the design of RBFNN [9] which has been
first proposed in realization of finite-impulse response (FIR)
and infinite-impulse response (IIR) adaptive filters for signal
noise filtering. The Lyapunov theory-based RBFNN has been
increasingly popular in adaptive filter due to its stability
guarantee by Lyapunov stability theory and an energy-space
construction with a global minimum [9]. However, only single output is designed in the Lyapunov theory-based RBFNN
and, hence, it is not suitable for classification problem. In
the meantime, the Lyapunov stability theory is also applied
to multilayered neural network (MLNN) [10] for solving
multiple inputs multiple outputs (MIMOs) problems. With
Taylor series expansion, all MLNN weights between inputoutput layers are rearranged into a linear configuration
with an assumption made, that is, the input-output layer’s
weights adjustment is dependent on its corrective output
error. Therefore, it leads to longer training time with a
couple numbers of weight linkage and it prone to have more
weights uncertainties. Nevertheless, the Lyapunov theorybased neural classifiers have oﬀered the following advantages
[9, 10]: (i) fast error convergence, (ii) guarantee of stability,
(iii) insensitivity to initial condition, and (iv) construction
of weight space with a global minimum if a proper Lyapunov
function is selected.
In this paper, the notion of Lyapunov stability theory
on RBFNN can be extended and modified to solve MIMO
problems such as traﬃc sign recognition in order to
obtain a fast and reliable classification system. To reveal
the performance of proposed system, the application for
traﬃc sign classification is used for further discussion
and analysis. The performance of the proposed RBFNN
will be compared with [10] and the diﬀerences for both
methods will be stated in the later section. Experimental
results show that the proposed method leads to faster error
convergence rate and higher recognition rate as compared
to the conventional techniques. This paper is organized as
the following: Section 2 discusses about the fundamental
theory of RBF neural classifier while Section 3 explains the
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theoretical design of the Lyapunov theory-based training
algorithm. Section 4 describes an overview of traﬃc sign
detection and recognition on Malaysia’s traﬃc sign database.
Some simulation results along with the application of traﬃc
sign recognition are shown in Section 5 and it is finally
followed by conclusion and future works.

2. Radial Basis Function Neural Network
A typical three-layer RBFNN [11] is illustrated in Figure 1 for
pattern recognition. Such a network implements an inputoutput mapping: n → m , where n depicts the number
of inputs and m depicts the number of outputs. There are u
hidden nodes connecting in between the input-output layer.
Assuming the first layer of input vector, X(1) is set to be P ∈
n , where the input data is arranged into column vector as
P = [p1 , p2 , . . . , pn ] T . The RBF centers are denoted as C j ∈
n (1 ≤ j ≤ u). Each RBF unit is defined as:
⎛ 
2 ⎞
 (1)


 ⎟
X
−
C
j
⎜
(2)
X j (P) = exp⎝−
⎠,
2

(1)

σj

where  ·  indicates the Euclidean norm on the input space
while σ j is the Gaussian width of the jth RBF unit. The vector
generated after the RBF neurons is given as X below:
⎡

2

ψ X(1) − C1 
⎢ 
⎢ψ X(1) − C 
2
2
⎢
⎢
⎢
..
⎢
.
⎣ 
2
ψ X(1) − Cu 

⎤

⎡ (2) ⎤
⎥ ⎢X1(2) ⎥
⎥ ⎢X ⎥
⎥ ⎢ 2 ⎥
⎥ = ⎢ . ⎥ = X,
⎥ ⎢ . ⎥
⎥ ⎣ . ⎦
⎦

(2)

Xu(2)

where ψ(·) is the radial basis function. Consider the hidden
nodes are linearly mapped to the output with the u × m
weights matrix formed as below:
⎡

⎤
w1,1 w2,1 · · · wm,1
⎢w
⎥
⎢ 1,2 w2,2 · · · wm,2 ⎥
⎢ .
.. ⎥
..
⎢ .
⎥ = W,
.
⎣ .
. ⎦
w1,u · · · · · · wm,u

(3)

RBF network establishes a linear function mapping in the
output layer. By multiplying (2) and (3), the weighted hidden
values are summed to be the output matrix, Y is as follows:
Y = diag WT X ,

(4)

where
⎡

y1 · · · · · ·
⎢
y2 · · ·

 ⎢0
Y = diag y1 , y2 , . . . , ym = ⎢
..
⎢ ..
.
⎣.
0 ···0 ···

⎤

0
0⎥
⎥
⎥,
⎥
0⎦
ym

(5)

and diag(a) is the N × N diagonal matrix whose entries are
the N elements of the vector a.
Two important parameters are associated with each RBF
unit. They are RBF center (C j ) and the Gaussian width (σ j ).
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Every center should well represent the corresponding subclass because the classification in RBFNN is mainly measured
based on the distances between the input samples and the
centers of each subclass. There are diﬀerent strategies to
select RBF centers [11]. These strategies can be classified into
supervised [12, 13] and unsupervised algorithms [14–16].
Once centers are well selected, the network starts learning
the training data with the weight updating scheme. The
selection of center and radius is not the main concern in
this paper. Therefore, k-mean cluster is applied to search for
the RBF centers while p-nearest neighbor is used to measure
the nearest radius for p consecutive centers in the network
evaluations.
Learning algorithm plays an important role in updating
the weight between hidden and output layer of RBFNN.
Conventional RBF with LMS algorithm [17, 18] is trained
using gradient descent method which finds the negative
gradient on the error curve. It suﬀers from slow convergence
and it is always trapped in the local minima instead of global
minima. On the other hand, conventional RBF using RLS
method [19] computes the inverse of autocorrelation matrix
associated with the input data to update the system weights.
However, the inversion of RLS algorithm gives instability of
system convergence and increases computational cost.

Layer 0

(1)

Vk = Ek 2 ,

(6)

and Ek is a posteriori error with m × m diagonal matrix
defined as below:
 k − Yk = Y
 k − diag WTk Xk .
Ek = Y

(7)

For the given hidden layer input Xk and the desired
 k , the weight matrix Wk is updated as follows:
output Y
Wk = Wk−1 + gkT αk .

(8)

The adaptive gain is modified for MIMO such that ΔV < 0:
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.
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..
.
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(1)
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Figure 1: MIMO radial basis function network structure.

whereas Im×m is identity matrix, 1 m×1 is column vector of
ones, κ is valid for the interval [0, 1], and αk is the priori
estimation error which is defined as:
 k − diag WTk−1 Xk .
αk = Y

The idea of Lyapunov theory-based RBF filter was initially
developed in [9] for adaptive filtering. Lyapunov function
of errors between targeted outputs and actual outputs are
first defined. Network weights are then adjusted based on the
Lyapunov stability theory, so that errors can asymptotically
converge to zero. The selected Lyapunov function has a
unique global minimum point in the state space. By properly
choosing a weight update law in the Lyapunov sense,
RBF outputs will be asymptotically converged to the target
outputs. In this section, the design in [9] is adopted and
modified to apply the Lyapunov theory-based RBF neural
classifier for solving MIMO classification problem.
The input vector P is fed into RBF nodes and hence
passed to the output layer by weighted sum with the formulas
k =
depicted in (1)–(4). For the given desired response Y
diag(d1 , d2 , . . . , dm ) ∈ m×m at discrete time k, the Lyapunov
function is initially chosen as:



Layer 2
(2)

3. Lyapunov Theory-Based RBFNN

gk = Im×m − καk−1 Ek−1 × 1m×1 ×

Layer 1

(10)

Then the error Ek  asymptotically converges to zero as the
time k goes infinity.
The selection of Lyapunov function is important in
constructing a new cost-function of the system. Regarding
to the Lyapunov stability theory, Vk should be selected in
the sense of Lyapunov that: ΔVk = Vk − Vk−1 < 0.
For mth output nodes RBFNN network, Vk is chosen to
be (6) with the summation of squared errors. With the
parameters predefined in expressions (7)–(10), it is proved in
Appendix A that ΔVk has a negative value and the Lyapunov
stability theory is fulfilled. Only when the parameter update
law is chosen in the Lyapunov sense, Vk = Ek 2 is the
Lyapunov function of RBFNN system, which has a unique
global minimum.
As stated previously, the training error converges to zero
asymptotically as time increases to infinity. For mth output
nodes RBFNN, the classification error, Ek is proved to
be asymptotically approaching zero when the training time
increases with the gain given in (9). The proof of error
convergence is given in Appendix B. The error is bounded
to a single convergent value. It is noted that the error
convergence rate is dependent on the positive constant κ. For
the faster error converges, κ should be remained as a small
value in the range of 0 ≤ κ < 1.
To prevent the singularities, the expression (9) can be
modified to:




gk = Im×m − καk−1 Ek−1 × 1m×1 ×
where β1 is a small positive integer.

XkT
,
β1 + Xk 2

(11)
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Table 1: Malaysia traﬃc sign classification in shape and color.

Color
Blue
Red
Yellow
Orange
White

Shape
Diamond
—
—
Warning

Triangle downward
—
Yield sign
—

—

—

Square/rectangle
Information
—
Warning
Construction
—

Circle
Obligation
Prohibition
—

Octagon
—
Stop sign
—

Speed limit

—

−0.05

Average weight

−0.06
−0.07
−0.08
−0.09
−0.1
−0.11

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

Epochs
Conventional RBF1
Conventional RBF2
Proposed RBF classifier

Figure 3: Weight convergence for diﬀerent RBF classifiers.
Figure 2: 100 classes of Malaysia traﬃc signs.

Traﬃc signs are important to alert driver of the current road
situation. As demonstrated in Figure 2, 100 classes of traﬃc
signs can often be found on Malaysia’s roadside. The iconic
traﬃc signs are acquired from the Malaysia’s Highway Code
Test booklet. They are designed in the standard geometrical
shapes such as triangle, circle, octagon, rectangle, square, or
diamond. The dominant colors that used for traﬃc signs are
yellow, blue, red, orange, black, and white, which is greatly
distinguishable from the natural scene. The message of warning, prohibition, guidance, construction and maintenance
are represented by the specific color and shape as depicted in
Table 1. They may contain a pictogram, a string of characters
or both.
Traﬃc sign is detected based on color and shape information from a road scene. Possible sign is then extracted for
further verification. Traﬃc sign can be verified by using its
symmetrical property. Subsequently, the detected sign region
is arranged into a column vector and this vector is inserted
to the neural networks for classification. Some evaluations
on traﬃc sign recognition using Malaysia’s database with
the proposed RBFNN and other neural classifiers will be
discussed in the following section.

Mean squared error

4. Traffic Sign Detection and Recognition for
Malaysia Traffic Sign Database

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

Epochs
Conventional RBF1
Conventional RBF2
Proposed RBF classifier

Figure 4: Error convergence on RBF networks.

5. Experimental Results and Discussions
The Lyapunov theory-based RBFNN was developed in this
paper to have multiple output classification and, therefore,
traﬃc sign recognition was applied to be a MIMO problem
throughout several experiments. In order to observe and
evaluate the performance of proposed RBFNN, a basic
structure of RBFNN was set up, where the output layer was
assigned to classify 100 tasks. The task was to recognize
any 100 signs randomly picked from Malaysia’s database as
displayed in the previous section. Each traﬃc sign subject
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Training recognition rate (%)
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Figure 5: The training recognition rate in RBF networks versus
epochs.
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Figure 6: The testing recognition rate in RBF networks versus
epochs.

contained five training images and two testing images
respectively. All images were in the dimension of 32 × 32.
Three types of RBF classifiers with diﬀerent learning
schemes were used in the experiments, that is, (i) conventional RBF1 with LMS learning approach, (ii) conventional
RBF2 with RLS technique, and (iii) Lyapunov theory-based
RBF classifier. Network performance was compared in terms
of weight and error convergence for these RBF systems. In
addition, recognition rate was plotted along with the number
of iterations for training and testing dataset. Lyapunov
theory-based algorithm obtained a parameter, κ = 0.1, while
LMS algorithm obtained a learning rate (η), whereas the
range was varied from 0.1 to 1.0. Meanwhile, the forgetting
factor (λ) of RLS algorithm was set to 0.1. During the
experiments, the number of input neurons was set to be the
image size and the number of output neurons was equal to
the number of classes to be identified. The hidden layer of
RBF nodes obtained the same size as the input layer. Two
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initial conditions were set as (i) initial weights W0 were set
to be some random small values and (ii) initial posterior
error, E0 was set to be 0.01 × Im×m , where m = 100. In the
experiment, an epoch represented an eﬃcient time used to
train the entire set of input data. Hence, each epoch updated
the weights once for the whole training dataset until the
occurrence of weight convergence and this was referring to
batch learning scheme.
Weight convergence was crucial in neural network
learning characteristic. The weights for all RBF classifiers
were converged at equilibrium with a random set of initial
weights. Figure 3 showed a weight convergence plot, where xaxis denoted the number of epochs while y-axis denoted the
average weight values connected from hidden layer to output
layer of RBF network. At around 250 epochs, proposed
RBF classifier started converging at −0.1. As time extended
to infinity, only minor weight increment was added along
with the continuous epoch. However, conventional RBF
classifiers reached −0.1 equilibrium point at 1000 epochs,
which took longer time than the Lyapunov theory-based RBF
classifier. Therefore, the weight of proposed RBF classifier
was converged faster than other conventional RBF classifiers.
As demonstrated in Figure 4, an error curve was plotted
and it was exponentially decreased to the minimum. At
2000 epochs, the proposed RBF classifier reached 0.4 of
mean squared error. For other conventional RBFNNs, they
took longer period to achieve lower error rate as shown
in Figure 4. Hence, the error convergence rate of proposed
RBF training scheme was converged faster than other
networks. However, the error value was not converged to
zero yet due to some reasons, whereby this issue was caused
by the redundancy information of input data. Moreover,
similarity of subject pattern would confuse the classification
of neural network as you could observe in Figure 2. The
complexity of the input data would degrade recognition rate
in classification. Hence, all neural classifiers’ error was still
remained at around 0.4, but the proposed neural classifier
obtained lower error curve compared to the other networks.
To reduce the classification error, some processing techniques
could be applied to the input data before passing to the
neural network for training process. In addition, traﬃc signs
could first be classified into color and shape before they
were recognized using neural network [4]. In this paper, the
main concern was to focus on the property of RBF training
schemes instead of traﬃc sign recognition, in which it was an
application example for the proposed network discussion.
To investigate the performance of RBF classifiers, training
and testing data were fed into system and an average
recognition rate was calculated. Without any feature extraction method, the original images were tested with the
RBF classifiers. The system performance was compared
with conventional RBFNNs using diﬀerent weight updating
schemes. As demonstrated in Figure 5, the Lyapunov theorybased RBFNN obtained faster training speed which was
within 500 epochs. Meanwhile, it achieved higher training
recognition rate than other networks. Similar to Figure 6, the
proposed RBF network obtained high recognition rate at 800
epochs while other training algorithms achieved maximum
recognition rate at 1500 epochs. This implied that Lyapunov
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theory-based RBFNN could obtain high recognition rate
in a smaller epoch’s number. By comparing the network
recognition rate, conventional RBF1 achieved 63.50%, while
conventional RBF2 achieved 64% of recognition rate. However, the testing recognition rate of the proposed classifier
was slightly increased with the rate of 64.50%. As it
was reported in [12], high dimensional input data would
cause low recognition rate of neural network because high
dimensional input data and network complexity would need
a large set training samples. Therefore, features extraction
technique such as Principle Component Analysis (PCA) could
be used to reduce the image dimension in order to further
increase d the recognition rate.
Besides that, MLNN was also used to classify multidimensional patterns based on Lyapunov stability theory as
it was developed in [10]. In order to test the performance
between the Lyapunov theory-based RBFNN and MLNN, the
number of hidden nodes was fixed to be 100 and the number
of epochs was set to be 3000 for both networks. The constant
parameter κ is set to be 0.1 for both the Lyapunov-theory
based MLNN and RBFNN with similar training and testing
images datasets as employed in the RBFNN experiments. An
averaged recognition rate was recorded for the comparison.
As reported in Table 2, the Lyapunov theory-based
RBFNN achieved better classification performance than [10].
Although both methods employ the Lyapunov stability
theory as the basic design for training algorithm, there were
some main diﬀerences between them. First, the structure
for two networks was much distinguished from input
to output layers. MLNN contained more weights linkage
between input to hidden layer and hidden to output layer.
Hence, the weights of MLNN were required to be linearized
using Taylor series expansion before performing training
process. With this MLNN configuration, it contributed to
more uncertainties on the weight and error convergence
compared to the linear topology of RBFNN. Second, the
energy function of training error for MLNN was constructed
for each output node where it contained tth number of
output nodes. Unlike to [10], the energy function for the
Lyapunov theory based RBFNN was designed for all output
neurons in a matrix form and it provided a valid derivation
in the appendices. Finally, the performance for the Lyapunov
theory-based RBFNN achieved better training and testing
recognition rate than [10] in the pattern recognition.

6. Conclusion
This paper has presented Lyapunov theory-based weights
updating algorithm for RBFNN. The weight adaptation
scheme is designed based on the Lyapunov stability theory
and iteratively updated the RBFNN weight. The Lyapunov
theory-based RBFNN is extended for traﬃc sign recognition
as a MIMO problem. Simulation results have shown that our
proposed system achieved faster training speed, as well as
higher recognition rate. The recognition rate can be further
improved by applying input dimensionality reduction to
remove the information redundancy. The research on the
optimization using Lyapunov stability theory is still at its
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early stages, and many investigations of Lyapunov theorybased neural classifier will be conducted to improve the
network eﬃciency and robustness. Future investigation on
diﬀerent Lyapunov functions and diﬀerent weights updating
laws is needed to further improve the performance.

Appendices
A. Proof of Lyapunov Stability Theory
The discrete form of ΔVk is given as:
ΔVk = Ek 2 − Ek−1 2


2


2
T
= Y
k − diag(Wk Xk ) − Ek−1 

2


= αk − αTk gk Xk  − Ek−1 2

(A.1)

= κEk−1 2 − Ek−1 2
= κ2 Ek−1 2 − Ek−1 2


= − 1 − κ2 Ek−1 2 < 0,

where 0 ≤ κ < 1.

B. Proof of Error Convergence
 k − Yk
Ek = Y
 k − diag WTk Xk
=Y


 k − diag WTk−1 + αTk gk Xk
=Y
 k − diag WTk−1 Xk − diag αTk gk Xk
=Y
 

(B.1)

Im×m − καk−1 Ek−1

= αk − diag αTk



×1m×1 ×



XkT
Xk .
Xk 2

Since αk is a symmetric matrix, αTk = αk ,
Ek = αk − diag[(αk − κEk−1 ) × 1m×1 ].

(B.2)

Due to (αk − κEk−1 ) ∈ m×m , diag(·) and 1m×1 can be
canceled oﬀ from the equation:
Ek = αk − αk + κEk−1
= κEk−1
∴ E1 2 = κE0 2
E2 2 = κE1 2 = κ2 E0 2

(B.3)

..
.
Ek 2 = lim κk E0 2 ≈ 0,
k→∞

where E0 2 is an m × m diagonal matrix with small real
integer and 0 ≤ κ < 1.
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Table 2: Performance comparison for the Lyapunov theory-based neural networks.
Method
Proposed RBF NN
MLNN [10]

Hidden nodes
100
100

Epochs
3000
3000
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